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Abstract. It is shown that the Bourgain algebra Xb of the space X = H°°

considered as a subalgebra of ^ = alg{//°° , H°° } is #°°(B) + (7C(D) where

UC(B) is the algebra of uniformly continuous functions on the open unit disk

D . This uses and extends a recent result of Cima-Janson-Yale on the Bourgain

algebra of H°° on dB . Further, (Xb)b = Xb .

In [3] Cima and Timoney introduce the concept of Bourgain algebra X¡, of a

linear subspace X of a Banach algebra A and show that if X itself is an alge-

bra, then X C Xb . In [2] Cima, Janson, and Yale describe the Bourgain algebra

of H°°(dH). Since then there has been further study of Bourgain algebras on

the bitorus and the polydisk [8].
We look at X = H°° as a subalgebra of ^ where ^ = alg{//°°, H00} ç

^f^ÇB). We recall that ^ may be identified with C(J?) where JT is the
maximal ideal space of H°° . UC(V>) denotes the algebra of uniformly contin-

uous functions on D. It is known that H°° + UC(D) = H°°[z], the subalgebra

of ^f°°(B) generated by H°° and z (see [1, p. 721]). The only norms we use

are the supnorms and essential supnorms; ||p||aD = esssup{|#>(z)|, z e dB}

whereas \\<p\\o = sup{\tp(z)\, z e D}. An infinite sequence {wn}f ç D is

called thin if
oo

n
m=\

A thin Blaschke product b is a function on D of the form

l\ wn  I -wnz'
n=\

where {wn}x is a thin sequence. For a Blaschke product b with zeros {zn}

the zero set Z(b) in Jf = cl{z„, n > l}\{z„, n > 1} = zero set of b in

Jt\D.
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Our main result shows that analogous to (1) we have: (7/00(D))¿ = H°° +

UC(B). This is not particularly surprising, but the investigation does raise some

interesting questions about subalgebras of Jz?°°(D).

Lemma 1. If X = H°°(B) and A = W, then we have:

(i)   H°° + UC(B)çXb;
(ii) if b is an infinite Blaschke product, then b £ Xb.

Proof. The proof of (i) is an easy consequence of the description of (H°°(dB))h

and (ii) uses the fact that if <p denotes the harmonic extension of cp e J?°°(<9D)

to D via the Poisson kernel, then the map tp *-► <p is asymptotically multi-

plicative on H°° + C(dB). (See [4, Lemma 6.44].) We sketch the details for

completeness.
To prove (i) we only need to prove that z e Xb . So assume that /„ e H°° ,

fn -^ 0 and let cpn(z) = (fn(z) - f(0))/z.  Then <p„ e H°° and cpn -^

0. Hence fn —> 0, cpn —> 0, both uniformly on compacta, and \\fn\\ < c,

||p„|| <c for some c > 0. Çzfn(z) - <p„(z))\90 = ewfn(0) e C(dB) and

hence ||z/„(z) - (p„(z)\\dB -> 0, which implies that \\fn(z) - zq>n(z)\\dB -» 0.

However fn(z) - zcpn(z) e H°° and hence \\f„(z) - z(p„(z)\\B —> 0. Clearly,

||z/„(z) - z~z(pn(z)\\B —> 0. It follows easily that for e > 0 3p < 1 such that

\zf„(z)-cpn(z)\ < |z/„(z)-zzço„(z)|-i-(l-|z|2)||ç9„||D <e for p < \z\ < 1 ; Since

/„ and <p„ -» 0 uniformly on {z, \z\ < p}, \~zfn(z) - (pn(z)\ —► 0 uniformly

on {z, \z\ < p} . This shows that ||z/„(z) - tpn(z)\\o —» 0 and hence ~z e Xb .

(ii) If b is an infinite Blaschke product such that b e Xb then clearly b\gn e

(H°°(dB))b. Hence by [2, Theorem 1] b\dB = tp + tp where tp e H°° and
y/ e C(dB). In particular 1 = bcp + bip a.e. on dB. Using [4, Lemma 6.44] we
have 1 « b<p + bip in an annulus {z, p < \z\ < 1}. This is clearly impossible

since {z, p < \z\ < 1} n {zeros of b} 4 <P ■

Remark 1. In the context of Hankel operators and their compactness a natural

analogue of H°° + C(dB) on the disk is H°° + COP, see [1, §6], and on first
thought H°° + COP may be considered a natural candidate for (H°°(B))b.

However it follows as an immediate consequence of Lemma 1 that COP <£

(Hrx(B))b , because COP contains b whenever b is a Blaschke product in the

little Bloch space 3§q and 3§q is known to contain infinite Blaschke products

[5, p. 442]. K. Stroethoff and K. Yale have studied H°°(B)b as a subalgebra
of J?00^) and found a function / e J2?°°(B) such that the Hankel operator

Hf is compact but / $ H°°(B)b . They also show that in the larger context of

J?°°(B), H°°(B)b g H°° + UC(B) (private communication).

As the next proposition shows the proper analogue of H°° + C(dB) in the

context of Bourgain algebras within % is H°° + UC(B).

Proposition 1.   (H°°(B))b = H°°(B) + UC(B).

Proof. In view of Lemma 1 we only need to prove that (H°°(B))b ç H°°(B) +

UC(B). Suppose / e % and / € (H°°(B))b . Then / has nontangential limits

a.e. and we denote this function by f\oo ■ Clearly ip — f - (f\ao) ~ € C(B)

and ip\;)B = 0 a.e.

Claim 1.   ip e(H°°(B))b.
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To prove the claim note that by hypothesis, / e (H°°(B))b and hence f\dn e

H°° + C(dB) [2, Theorem 1]. It follows that (f\dB)~ e H°° + UC(B). By
Lemma 1, (flan)"' £ (^°°(Iî))a and this completes proof of the claim.

Claim 2. Given e > 0 3r(0 < r < 1) such that |y(z)| < e for z e {r < \z\ <

If not 3{rn}, 0 < r„ < 1 , r„ ■-* 1  and {z„} CB such that \zn\ > r„ and

1 V(zn)\ > à . Choosing a subsequence if necessary, we may assume that {z„}

is an interpolating sequence. As in [2, p. 123] we have a sequence {f„} ç H°° ,

such that fn(zm) = 5nm and /„ -^ 0. By Claim 1, 3{<pn} ç //°°(D) such that

\Wfn - <Pn\\o < e« where e„ —► 0. In particular, ||ç>„||aB < e« and cpn being

in H°° this implies ||^«||d < e« • Thus ||^/„|| < 2e„ —> 0, which is clearly a

contradiction since \(ipfn)(zn)\ = \y/{zn)\ > S for all n.  This proves Claim

2 and we conclude that ip e Co(B) ç UC(B) and hence / = (f\oo) ~ + V e
//°° + t/C(D).

Proposition 2.  (H°° + UC(B))b = H°° + UC(B).

Proof. It is sufficient to show that (H°° + UC(B))b ç H°° + UC(B). Let
/ e (H°° + UC(B))b and write g = /|^(^oo(aD)). This is well defined since by

assumption f e %f = C(Jf). Clearly g e (H°°+C(dB))b and hence g e H°°+
C(dB). See [6]. In particular, g = the harmonic extension of g to D belongs

to H°° + UC(B) ç (H°^+ UC(B))b and hence \p = f - g e (H°° + UC(B))b .
We claim that \p e Cq(B) . If not, (dropping to a subsequence) we may choose

{z„} ç B such that {z„} is a thin sequence satisfying \ip(zn)\ > ô for some

ô > 0. Let b be the (thin) Blaschke product with zeros {z„}. Following a

construction of Izuchi's (the ideas behind which are outlined in [7]) we can find

{v„} ç Z(b) and {/„} c //°° such that

(1) fn^0 and

(2) \fn(jn)\ > 1 - e« where e„ -* 0.

Since we have not seen it in print, we provide a very brief sketch for complete-

ness. Suppose x e -# and px is its unique representing measure supported

on the Shilov boundary of ^#. By a well-known but unpublished result of

Hoffman's, whenever xx and x2 are in the zero set Z(b) of a thin Blaschke

product b, pXl , and pX2 have disjoint supports and hence starting with an

arbitrary sequence {xn} in Z(b) with a cluster point xq (e Z(b)) we have

ßx„ n spt pXo = tp for all n . The /„ 's are now built inductively using the fact

that sotpXn   (n > 0) is a weak peak set for H°° (unpublished manuscript).

Since y e (H°° + UC(B)b 3gn e H°° and <p„ e UC(B) such that \\ipfn -
g„ - (p„\\ < sn -> 0 . As yf\Jr{£t'<*>(B)) = 0 , we have \\g„ + (cn||.^(^oc(D)) < e„ and

replacing <pn by the harmonic extension cpn of <Pn\jr(^°°(is)) we have

(*) \\gn + <pn\\<£n-

Clearly <pn - (¡>n vanishes on ^#\D and for any m e Jf\B , g„(m) + cpn(m) =

g„(m) + cpn(m)  and hence  \\\pfn - g„ - <p„\\Z(b) < e« •   So  11^« + <Pn\\z(b) >

WwfnWz(b) - \\Wfn -Sn- <Pn\\z(b) > \\wfn\\z(b) ~ ¿n ■
However, y/ e C(Jf) and \y/(zn)\ > ó, so \w(m)\ > <> f°r all m e Z(b)

and hence \\vfn\\z(b) >ä\f„(y„)\ > (l-e„)ô. It follows that \\g + <pn\\z(b) >S/2
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for n sufficiently large. This clearly contradicts (*) and proves the claim that

\p e C0(B). In particular f = g + y/eH°° + UC(B).

Remark 2. In [6] Gorkin and Izuchi showed that the only Douglas algebra B

for which Bb = ^f°°(dB) is 5f°°(dB) and that if A and B are Douglas
algebras with A c B then Ab ç Bb. Our work indicates that both of these

analogues cannot be valid on the disk. Dechao Zheng has some further results

on subalgebras A of ^ for which Ab — ̂ . However, the proofs are fairly

involved and will be published elsewhere.
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